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In a future where human nature remains as predictable as death, a killer plays God and puts innocent lives in theIn a future where human nature remains as predictable as death, a killer plays God and puts innocent lives in the

palm of his hand in this novel in the #1 palm of his hand in this novel in the #1 New York TimesNew York Times bestselling In Death series. bestselling In Death series.

With the precision of a surgeon, a serial killer preys on the most vulnerable souls of the world’s city streets. The first

victim: a sidewalk sleeper, found dead in New York City.  No bruises, no signs of struggle. Just a laser-perfect, fist-

sized hole where his heart had once been. Lieutenant Eve Dallas is assigned to investigate. But in the heat of a cat-

and-mouse game with the killer, Dallas’s job is suddenly on the line. Now her hands are tied...between a struggle for

justice—and a fight for her career...

From the Paperback edition.

Amazon.com ReviewAmazon.com Review

Streetwise cop Eve Dallas and her trusty sidekick Peabody face a methodical killer in this latest addition to the In

Death series by J.D. Robb, better known as the bestselling author Nora Roberts.

In the late 21st century, on the streets of New York City, a street sleeper is found murdered, his diseased heart

removed with surgical precision. His death would typically drop to the bottom of a list of senseless and inexplicable

killings, but Lieutenant Dallas, who "would stand for the dead and the living," is not about to let that happen. When
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her research uncovers similar crimes in several cities that were dropped under mysterious circumstances, Dallas

knows she's facing a killer cruel enough to prey on the weakest in society and powerful enough to conspire an

extensive coverup.

To complicate matters further, Dallas faces an equally troubling threat to her career when she's linked to the death of

a fellow cop. Now she must fight to restore her good name as well as track down the killer.

In Conspiracy in Death, Roberts creates a futuristic world of evil that Eve Dallas negotiates through tough talk and

brute force. While Robb crafts the crimes with great care, she assumes a familiarity with the characters that new

readers will lack. But fans of the In Death series and newcomers alike will enjoy the thrill of the chase as Eve Dallas

sets out to get her man. --Nancy R.E. O'Brien
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In a future where human nature remains as predictable as death, a killer plays God and puts innocent lives in theIn a future where human nature remains as predictable as death, a killer plays God and puts innocent lives in the

palm of his hand in this novel in the #1 palm of his hand in this novel in the #1 New York TimesNew York Times bestselling In Death series. bestselling In Death series.

With the precision of a surgeon, a serial killer preys on the most vulnerable souls of the world’s city streets. The first

victim: a sidewalk sleeper, found dead in New York City.  No bruises, no signs of struggle. Just a laser-perfect, fist-

sized hole where his heart had once been. Lieutenant Eve Dallas is assigned to investigate. But in the heat of a cat-

and-mouse game with the killer, Dallas’s job is suddenly on the line. Now her hands are tied...between a struggle for

justice—and a fight for her career...

From the Paperback edition.
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